
Shipping Management Systems 


instituted policies and shipping business JUles, the Navigator Desktop 
Pre-Ship ensures that the best choice is implemented, reducing costs, 
improving operations and saving the company valuable resources. Plus 
it's not just about saving money by rate shopping. Once deployed, the 
Navigator Desktop Pre"Ship module reduces wasted trips to the mail 
center, time spent looking for tracking information and the 
time-consuming process of tracking costs by depaliment, employee or 
cost center. All of these critical tasks can now be performed right at the 
originator's desk with just a few mouse clicks on this easy-to-use, 
browser-based application. 

iMCM G2 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: An 
Internet-connected system that provides complete control over weigh
ing, rating, processing, and accounting of all outbound mail and ship
ping. It allows users to choose any domestic and international carrier 
such as FedEx, UPS, DHL and the U.S. Postal Service, compare rates 
online, and in some instances (FedEx) pelmits users to process ship
ping directly via the carrier's website. It also allows users to add any 
local or custom carriers. The system produces multi-carrier-compliant, 
two-dimensional barcoded labels that include a user's tracking number, 
routing detail and address information for fast, accurate and economic 
control. With its Internet capability, iMCM 02 allows users to track 
shipments online. 

FEATURES: Available in many format options including Microsoft 
Access. Printed management repOIis are easily accessible. The system 
offers as standard Differential Weighing for letters, parcels and flats. 

eSS: Neopost's eShipping Solution leverages the power and reach of 
the Internet to bring a single, easy-to-use web-based solution to every 
comer of your organization. N eopost has embraced the "Software as a 
Service" deployment model and now offers a fully hosted shipping so

II lution. With a user-friendly interface, employees can easily perform 
every shipping task -- service selection, carrier selection, reporting, la
bel printing, address correction, completion of international ship
ping/customs fonns -- right from the computer on their desk. 

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-NEOPOST. Or, circle 
Neopost on the Reader Service Card. 

§ NPI 
CATEGORY: Shipping Management Systems 

PRODUCT: Tracksort & Neverstop 

COMPANY: NPI, 14901 Trinity Blvd., Forth Worth, TX 76155. Key 
Contact: Michelle Ramirez. Phone: 214-634-2288 or 888-821-S0R T. 

TRACKSORT: Tracksort is designed for letter shop and presort facil
ities to account for production on a transmittal level basis. This tracking 
will allow users to expedite billing their customers as well as analyze 
job/customer profitability. 

NEVERSTOP: The Neverstop software allows mailers to efficiently 
switch mail streams on the fly without any operator intervention. 
Neverstop also automatically reconfigures customer-specific mail 
stream processing perimeters including OCR, FastForward, inkjet and 
redate options. 

See NPl's listing in these other sections: Bag/Tray Tagging Systems, 
BarcodingiSorting Systems, Incoming Mail Sorters, and Mail Carts 
& Accessories. 

CONTACT: For more information, call 888-821-S0RT. Or, circle 
NPI on the Reader Service Card. 

Pitney Bowes Inc. 
CATEGORY: Shipping Management Systems 


PRODUCT: Pitney Bowes Distribution Solutions Portfolio 


COMPAi'lY: Pitney Bowes Inc., World Headquarters, Stamford, CT 

06926-0700. Phone: 800-672-6937. 


Shipping Solutions: 


SENDSUITE LIVE: SendSuite Live is the first scalable, web-based 

TranspOIiation Management System (TMS) designed for either the 

desktop, mailroom, or warehouse. It is designed to aggregate the best in 

class services, enabling a user to tailor its functionality. SendSuite Live 

easily integrates into most CRM, ERP, WMS and accounting systems, 

and is able to manage both parcel and L TLiTL carriers with one sys

tem. With SendSuite Live, a user has total visibility into inbound/out

bound transportation, rate and route management, real-time updates to 

all carrier fees and surcharges. 


PBSMART POSTAGE: Perfect for low-volume shipping, this 

cloud-based, Internet postage system allows users to effectively man

age postal spend based on their needs. 


Tracking Solutions: 


SE!l.IJ)SUITE TRACKING: Developed with large enterprises in 

mind, Send Suite Tracking is a robust solution for high-end tracking 

needs. Pitney Bowes Arrival System automates the tracking ofmail and 

packages after they reach the mail center. Arrival ensures full account

ability for critical parcels and documents until they are delivered to the 

addressees. It also simplifies delivery logging, reporting and prioritiza

tion for mail-center staff, and it gives addressees a variety of options for 

checking delivery status and location. Use barcode readers to identify 

and record the name of the carrier that delivered each item and electroni

cally capture and store the signature of anyone who accepts delivery ofa 

parcel or letter. Improve internal delivery processes by tracking each 

logged item's progress from receipt to delivery. SendSuite Tracking is a 

multi-location, multi-user solution and a hosted solution. 


SENDSUITE ARRIVAL XPRESS: Designed for mid-sized opera

tions, SendSuite AlTival Xpress automates the tracking of mail and 
packages after they reach the mail center. Pitney Bowes SendSuite Ar
rival Xpress automates the tracking of mail and packages after they 
reach the mail center. It ensures full accountability for critical parcels 
and documents until they are delivered to the addressees. It also simpli
fies delivery logging, reporting and prioritization for mail-center staff, 
and it gives addressees a variety of options for checking delivery status 
and location. Use barcode readers to identify and record the name ofthe 
carrier that delivered each item and electronically capture and store the 
signature of anyone who accepts delivery of a parcel or letter. 

SENDSUITE XPRESS -- MULTI-CARRIER MAIL MAt'lAGE
MENT: SendSuite XPress is an advanced mail and shipment manage
ment solution that optimizes both efficiency and responsiveness. But 
Ascent provides far more capability than traditional mail center rating 
and accounting systems. Powerful connectivity and system tailoring 
tools enable Ascent to be a hue decision support system allowing users 
to analyze and optimize message management, with impact well be
yond the mail center. 

ARRIVAL RECEIVING AND DELIVERY TRACKING SOFT
WARE: Can co-reside on a single PC while sharing periperhals. 

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-672-6937. Or, circle 
Pitney Bowes on the Reader Service Card. 
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